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This information is provided to satisfy the virtual patent marking provisions of various jurisdictions including the virtual patent marking and notice provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 287(a).

Pure Storage products are protected by patents in the U.S. and elsewhere. The following Pure Storage products and associated U.S. Patents may not be all inclusive, and other Pure Storage products not listed here may be protected by one or more patents. Additional patents are pending in the U.S. and elsewhere.

**FlashArray™** Protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 8,468,318; 8,497,788; 8,527,544; 8,589,625; 8,589,640; 8,589,655; 8,645,657; 8,645,664; 8,719,540; 8,732,426; 8,745,415; 8,775,868; 8,788,788; 8,793,467; 8,806,160; 8,856,489; 8,862,820; 8,886,691; 8,930,307; 8,954,710; 9,037,827; 9,063,967; 9,069,786; 9,077,368; 9,218,407; 9,239,688; 9,251,066; 9,298,376; 9,300,660; 9,304,689; 9,306,493; 9,310,743; 9,310,753; 9,318,196; 9,331,588; 9,346,084; 9,348,675; 9,353,630; 9,353,745; 9,353,775; 9,365,982; 9,366,004; 9,372,617; 9,374,868; 9,387,661; 9,403,079; 9,452,289; 9,452,290; 9,452,297; 9,454,810; 9,459,664; 9,474,363; 9,481,798; 9,482,061; 9,484,174; 9,496,330; 9,496,556; 9,503,427; 9,509,581; 9,515,701; 9,521,120; 9,521,151; 9,521,344; 9,528,280; 9,534,648; 9,534,677; 9,540,095; 9,540,307; 9,545,987; 9,558,537; 9,564,882; 9,564,884; 9,565,711; 9,585,733; 9,585,617; 9,607,034; 9,613,779; 9,613,791; 9,656,864; 9,671,302; 9,671,408; 9,671,439; 9,671,494; 9,678,432; 9,678,436; 9,680,932; 9,705,732; 9,719,265; D798,303; D829,214. Other patents pending.

**FlashBlade™** Protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 8,589,625; 8,806,160; 8,850,108; 8,862,820; 8,868,825; 8,874,836; 9,003,134; 9,021,297; 9,110,789; 9,201,600; 9,213,485; 9,218,244; 9,239,688; 9,300,660; 9,357,010; 9,367,243; 9,396,078; 9,436,396; 9,437,943; 9,444,822; 9,477,554; 9,495,255; 9,501,244; 9,525,738; 9,558,069; 9,565,306; 9,612,952; 9,671,846; 9,747,229; 9,766,972; 9,798,477; 9,817,576; 9,836,234; 9,836,245; 9,843,453; 9,882,913; 9,934,089; 9,959,170; 9,971,537; 10,114,714; 10,114,757; 10,140,149; 10,140,150; 10,164,841; 10,178,798; 10,185,506; 10,198,380; 10,201,926; 10,210,926; 10,216,420; 10,230,544; 10,268,548; 10,277,408; 10,303,547; 10,324,812; 10,425,473; 10,430,306; 10,454,498; 10,498,580; 10,516,645; 10,528,419; 10,572,176; 10,574,754; 10,579,474; 10,599,348; 10,650,902; 10,671,480; 10,678,452; 10,691,567; 10,712,942. Other patents pending.

**Pure Cloud Block Store™** Protected by U.S. Patent Nos. 9,300,660; 9,444,822; 9,882,913; 10,164,841; 10,521,151; 10,540,095; 10,545,987. Other patents pending.
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